Festibike 2022 specific fair
allocation rules

2022

The allocation of spaces concerning the pre-reservations received for Festibike 2022 will take place on Thursday, April 28th, 2022.

. Key in hand expo space
The selection order will be according to the number of square meters requested, within groups established by the following segments:
1st ................................................................................ above 200 m2
2nd ................................................................................ 100,5 to 200 m2
3rd ................................................................................ 75,5 to 100 m2
4th ................................................................................ 50,5 to 75 m2

5th ................................................................................ 25,5 to 50 m2
6th ................................................................................ 2,5 to 25,5 m2
7th ................................................................................ 9 to 12 m2

1.

All the participating businesses must have paid the inscription fee (10%)
and forwarded the Pre-Reservation prior to Friday, April 22nd, 2022.

6.

Under no circumstance will the companies be allowed to unilaterally alter
the shape and size of the islands marked on the enclosure plan, without
the express authorization from the Event Direction.

2.

The companies unable to attend to the allocation event, will be able to
delegate their space selection via written consent.

7.

In the case of not attending and not expressly delegating its participation,
the company will have implicitly delegated its selection to the Event Direction.

In the event that two or more companies reserve the same amount of surface, their selection order will be determined by a draw held during the
event.

8.

The surface selected during the event may differ from the initial reservation, but this modification must never surpass a 10% reduction on the initial surface requested.

Companies with different names may not assemble into groups to reserve
a single space, unless they provide proof of belonging to the same business
group.

9.

Companies within a business group which wish to hire their space jointly,
must credit their belonging to said group through a declaration from the
person in charge of the group, alongside the participation application.

10.

Companies who send their Festibike 2022 pre-reservation application after Friday, April 22nd, 2022, will select their surface from the remaining
spaces after the draw, depending on availability.

3.

4.

5.

The company who, for any circumstance, exceeds the previously defined
reduction in its selection, as well as those who formalize their payment
after Wednesday, March 20th, 2019, will be demoted to the last place in
their respective group, according to the new reservation.

. Paddock area floor spaces and boxes area floor spaces.
The previous rules and conditions apply to these areas, considering that the reference surface to establish the selection order will be the
surface reserved in the paddock floor space or the boxes floor space.
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